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Abstract. The function of logistics finance is the cooperation among lenders (banks), third-party 

intermediaries (logistics companies), and borrowers (SMEs, which means small to medium-sized 

enterprises). To develop logistics finance, this paper discusses the behavior of these three parties.  The 

inventory pledge loan means the SME obtains loan from a bank with its inventories or other movables 

as collaterals, and the logistics company take the role to assess the collaterals and keep the collaterals 

with due care. With the cooperation of these three parties, logistics-company and SME would make the 

decision whether they will act in collusion to overestimate the value of collateral, the bank would 

decide whether it should supervise, their behaviors are discussed with Game Theory in the study. The 

result shows that there is no pure strategy Nash equilibrium, but there is a mixed strategy Nash 

equilibrium in this business. In other words the logistics-company and the SME will act in collusion 

with a specified probability, and the bank will also choose to supervise with another specified 

probability. Through Nash balance analysis of the mixed measures between bank and the interest 

groups composed by logistics-company and SME, an expectancy profits of the two are calculated, thus 

achieving the dynamic measures for self-gains of both parties.  

Introduction 

Most SMEs are facing the shortage of working capital, so they need borrowing money. However, with 

low credit ratings and lack of collateralized fixed assets, these SMEs have limited access to capitals, so 

it is a good choice for SMEs to apply for inventory pledge loans[2]. In this business, the SME obtains 

loans from the bank with its inventories or other movables as collaterals, meanwhile, the logistics 

company gets to assess and store the collaterals with due care. If the SME fails to repay the loans, the 

bank has the right to sell the mortgaged building property through auction. 

Logistics-financial business makes it easier for SMEs to obtain bank loans through the participation 

of Logistics companies. However, the development of logistics-financial service is still at its initial 

stage due to the operating risk, asymmetric information risk, and collateral risk. 

By analyzing these three risks, the operation risk is difficult to measure, as in the market-oriented 

economy, any economic activity is possible to come to loss. Loan default can be treated as probability 

event. As for the collateral risk, when selecting the collateral, the property with less damageability and 

good liquidity should be taken into account first. Therefore, among these three risks, the asymmetric 

information risk is the key to decide whether cooperation can be reached.  

Benefit analysis of participants in logistics finance 

Assumptions. SME obtains loans from a bank, with its inventories or other movables as collaterals, 

and the logistics company take the role to evaluate the collaterals and keep them with due care. When 

the loan is due, the SME is supposed to repay the loan with interests. If the SME fail to repay the loan, 

the bank has the right to sell the mortgaged building property through auction. The following 

parameters are set for the business[4]: 

 Assuming the assessed value of the collaterals is 1p , the loan-to-value ratio is a, the value of 

loan is ap 1 . When loan is due, the value of the collaterals is 2p . 
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 The lending rate is 1r , which is the cost of capital for SME; The cost of capital for the bank is 2r . 

On the maturity date, the amount that the SME need to pay to the bank is 11 rap  ; the profit of 

the bank is )( 211 rrap  .To make sure that the SME is able to repay the loan, 211 prap   

should be reached. 

 The logistics enterprises are paid by the SME for evaluation and storage, and the fee is 

indicated by F . 

 For the SME, the rate of return on the borrowed funds is 3r . 

 If the SME acts in collusion with the logistics company, it will bribe the logistics company, 

assuming that the amount is n . Through the collusion, the logistics company can expand 

business, and its extra benefit is supposed to be bm . They will overestimate the value of 

collateral as '1p . 

 Assuming the costs of supervision is 1C ,but the supervision may not perform well sometimes. 

The probability that the supervision functions well is w when the collusion exists. 

 SME's loan default is a probability event, the probability for it to pay for the Principal and 

interest is 1k without collusion, and 2k  is for the presence of collusion. 21 kk  . 

 If the Collusion between Logistics Company and SME is discovered, then the SME can not get 

a loan and they will have the reputation losses for 2C . 

Benefits utility analysis. Now the benefits are represented by R : aR  for the bank, bR  for the 

logistics company, and cR  for the SME. There are nine kinds of circumstances: 

(1) Without information risk; the Logistics Company and the SME do not collude; the bank does not 

supervise, and finally, the SME repay loan. 

)( 2111 rrapRa                                                                                           (1) 

FRb 1                                                                                                                (2) 

FrrapRc  )( 1311                                                                                  (3) 

(2) Without information risk; the Logistics Company and the SME do not collude; the bank does not 

supervise, but the SME can not afford the loan. 

)1( 2122 rappRa                                                                                     (4) 

FRb 2                                                                                                               (5) 

2312 )1( pFrapRc                                                                                (6) 

(3) With information risk; the Logistics Company and the SME collude; the bank does not 

supervise; and finally, the SME repay the loan. 

)(' 2113 rrapRa                                                                                              (7) 

nmFR bb 3                                                                                                     (8) 

nFrrapRc  )(' 1313                                                                                   (9) 

(4) With information risk; the Logistics Company and the SME collude; the bank does not 

supervise; but the SME can not afford the loan. 

   )1(' 2124 rappRa                                                       (10) 

nmFR bb 4                                            (11) 

npFrapRc  2314 )1('                                                                        (12)  

(5) Without information risk; the Logistics Company and the SME do not collude; the bank 

supervises, and finally, the SME repay loan. 

12115 )( CrrapRa                                                                                      (13) 

FRb 5                                                                                                                (14) 
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FrrapRc  )( 1315                                                                                     (15) 

(6) Without information risk; the Logistics Company and the SME do not collude; the bank 

supervises, but the SME can not afford the loan. 

12126 )1( CrappRa                                                                                (16) 

FRb 6                                                                                                                    (17) 

2316 )1( pFrapRc                                                                                   (18) 

(7) With information risk; the Logistics Company and the SME collude; the bank supervises, and 

issues are exposed. 

17 CRa                                                                                                                   (19) 

   27 CnRb                                                                                               (20) 

nRc 7                                                                                                                    (21) 

(8) With information risk; the Logistics Company and the SME collude; the bank supervises, but 

issues are not discovered. Finally, the SME repay loan. 

12118 )(' CrrapRa                                                                                            (22) 

nmFR bb 8                (23) 

nFrrapRc  )(' 1318                                   (24) 

(9) With information risk; the Logistics Company and the SME collude; the bank supervises, but 

issues are not discovered. The SME can not afford the loan at last. 

12129 )1(' CrappRa                                                                                      (25) 

nmFR bb 8                                                                                                         (26) 

npFrapRc  2319 )1('                                                                                  (27)  

To simplify these nine situations mentioned above, the following table lists their different behaviors 

and the corresponding benefits of the 3 stakeholders. A , B  and C  respectively represents the benefit 

of the bank, the logistics company and the SME. The choices of the Logistics Company and the SME 

are the same, so their interests should be analyzed as a whole[5]. 

 

Table 1  Benefits of the 3 stakeholders  

 Collude Not Collude 

Supervise （ 1A ， 11 CB  ） （ 2A ， 22 CB  ） 

Not Supervise （ 3A ， 33 CB  ） （ 4A ， 44 CB  ） 

 

The following can be deduced: 

])1([)1( 928271 aaa RkRkwRwA                                                   (28) 

61511 )1( aa RkRkA                                                                                   (29) 

42323 )1( aa RkRkA                                                                                 (30) 

21114 )1( aa RkRkA                                                                       (31) 

)]()1()([)1()( 9928827711 cbcbcb RRkRRkwRRwCB          (32) 

)()1()( 66155122 cbcb RRkRRkCB                                                                (33) 

)()1()( 44233233 cbcb RRkRRkCB                                                               (34) 

)()1()( 22111144 cbcb RRkRRkCB                                                                  (35) 

As the above formula is too complicated to be compared an analysis from a realistic perspective 

should be conducted in order to obtain the maximum benefits [6]. If there is collusion between the 

logistics company and the SME, the banks will supervise to avoid greater losses. With the supervisions 
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from the bank, the logistics company and the SME would not choose to cheat. If the logistics company 

and the SME do not collude, the bank would not supervise considering cost saving. But if the bank 

does not supervise, the collusion will occur, the logistics-company and the SME will act in collusion 

with a specified probability, and the bank will also choose to supervise with another specified 

probability [7]. 

Analysis with Game Theory 

Let’s make a simple assumption that payoff matrix for the issue discussed above is as follows: 

 

Table 2  Assumption of  Benefits of the  stakeholders 

 Collude Not Collude 

Supervise （1，-1） （-1，2） 

Not Supervise （-2，3） （2，2） 

 

Both of the two parties intend to know the other's strategy, but they are not willing to get their own 

strategy be known. Therefore, they will choose the uncertain strategies to create uncertainty for each 

other [8]. Although it is not that clear as certain behaviors, it's reasonable to choose undefined behavior 

under such circumstances [9]. 

Suppose that the corporate parties infer that the bank supervise at the probability of q , and not to 

supervise at the probability of q1 .  

For corporate parties, the benefit for collusion is qqq 433)1()1(  , the benefit for not 

collusion is 22)1(2  qq  . If 4/1q , then 243  q ,the best choice for corporate parties is 

not to collude; If ,then 4/1q , 243  q , the best choice for corporate parties is to collude; If 

4/1q , two options are equivalent. 

 Assuming that the mix strategy of corporate parties is )1,( rr  ， which means the probability of 

collusion is r . According to previous analysis, when q  is given, the best strategy of the corporate 

parties is determined; the value of r can be calculated. For certain q  and r , the utility of the corporate 

parties is )41(2]2)1(2[)1(]3)1()1([ qrqqrqqr  . 

Suppose that the bank infer corporate parties collude at the probability of r , and not to collude at the 

probability of r1  . For the bank, the benefit for supervision is 12)1()1(1  rrr ；the 

benefit for not supervision is rrr 422)1()2(  . If 2/1r , then rr 4212   ，the best 

choice for the bank is to supervise; if 2/1r , then rr 4212  ，the best choice for the bank is not 

to supervise. If 2/1r , two options are equivalent. For certain q  and r , the utility of the bank is 

)36(42)42()1()12(  rqrrqrq . 

The )(* rq  shows how q influence r. If 4/1q , then 0r  ；If 4/1q , then 1r ; If 4/1q ,  

r can be any number between 0 and 1. The )(* rq  shows how r influence q . 

 
Fig. 1  The Relationship between r and q 
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The Mixed strategy Nash equilibrium is {(1 / 4, 3 / 4), (1 / 2, 1 / 2)}, the bank choose to supervise at 

the probability of 1/4, and not to supervise at the probability of 3/4. Two companies will collude at the 

probability of 1/2, and not to collude at the probability of 1/2. 

The expected return is: 

    )42)(1()12(2)1)(1()2()1()1()1(1),( rqrqqrrqrqqrrqa    (36)  

2)41(2)1)(1(3)1(2)1()1(),(  qrqrrqrqqrqrcb                       (37) 

The expected return of bank is 0, and the expect return of the corporate parties is 2. With such 

outcome of the game, it is obvious that the bank is not willing do the business of logistics finance.  

Taking Parameters into the Game Model. Suppose the bank decides to supervise at the 

probability of q , and logistics companies and SME collude at the probability of r . 

For banks, the expected benefit of supervision is 21 )1( ArAr  ; and for not supervision, the 

expected return is 43 )1( ArAr  . We need to calculate the value of r to make sure the benefits of 

the bank supervision and no-supervision are equal. 4321 )1()1( ArArArAr  .We solve 

it with Matlab: 

0))1()1('( 2222121  pkkrrkaprwC                                                             (38) 

222212

1*

)1()1('

1

pkkrrkapw

C
r


                                                                          (39) 

If *rr  , then 4321 )1()1( ArArArAr  ，the best choice for the bank is to supervise; 

If *rr  , then 4321 )1()1( ArArArAr  ，the best choice for the bank is not to supervise. 

If *rr  , then 4321 )1()1( ArArArAr  , and two options are equivalent. 

Suppose that the corporate parties composed by the logistics company and the SME infer bank 

supervision at the probability of q , at the probability of q1   not to supervise. For corporate parties, 

the benefit for collusion is )()1()( 3311 CBqCBq  . The benefit for not collusion is 

)()1()( 4422 CBqCBq  .We need to calculate the value of  to make sure the benefit of the 

corporate parties’ collusion and no-collusion are equal. 

)()1()()()1()( 44223311 CBqCBqCBqCBq                               (40) 

We can solve it as: 

2 2 2 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 3 1 1 1 2 2[(1 ) ] ' [(1 ) ] ' [(1 ) (1 )] [(1 ) (1 ) ] ( )b bqw k p m C qwp a r k r p a r k r p a r r k k k p m                  

321222

2211131321*

)1[('])1(

)(])1()1[()]1()1[('1

rkraqwpCmpk

mpkkkrraprkrap

w
q

b

b




                     (41) 

If *qq   ,then )()1()()()1()( 44223311 CBqCBqCBqCBq  ,the best choice 

for corporate parties is not to collude; 

 If *qq  ,then )()1()()()1()( 44223311 CBqCBqCBqCBq  ,the best choice 

for corporate parties is to collude; 

 If *qq  , then )()1()()()1()( 44223311 CBqCBqCBqCBq  ,Two 

options are equivalent. 

Finally, the Mixed strategy Nash equilibrium is {( *q  , *1 q ), ( *r , *1 r )}, the bank choose 

supervision at the probability of *q  , and no supervision at the probability of *1 q . Two companies 

will collude at the probability of
*r , and not to collude at the probability of *1 r . 

Their expected return is: 

4321 )1)(1()1()1(),( AqrArqArqAqrrqa                                           (42) 
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)()1)(1()()1()()1()(),( 44332211 CBqrCBrqCBrqCBqrqrcb     (43) 

Game Analysis. Asymmetric information risk is difficult to avoid. When logistics companies take 

their responsibilities to assess and custody the inventory, they may act in collusion to overestimate the 

value of collateral. Accordingly, the bank may supervise the behavior of them, and the cost of 

supervision should not be ignored. Through the previous analysis, the behavior of the bank, the 

logistics companies and the EMS will reach a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium: logistics-company and 

SEM act in collusion with a specified probability, and the bank choose to supervise with another 

specified probability. By using the above model, the value of these probabilities can be calculated by 

Eq.39 and Eq.41.  

The Mixed strategy Nash equilibrium finally obtained is {( *q  , *1 q ), ( *r , *1 r )}, which is, the 

bank conducts supervision at the probability of *q  , and conducts no supervision at the probability 

of *1 q . Two companies will collude at the probability of *r , and not to collude at the probability 

of *1 r . 

When the Mixed strategy is determined, the expected return of the participants can be assured by 

Eq.42 and Eq.43. Thus, when selecting the pricing model, the bank tries to make  ),( rqa  as large as 

possible, and logistics companies and finance companies try to make ),( qrcb  greater. Only when 

the parties are able to obtain the desired benefits will the logistics finance has a great development. 

Conclusion 

In the pricing process of logistics finance services, it is difficult to find out the most critical factor to 

maximize the returns of each party.  In the situation when other parameters are given, if we want to 

change the value of a certain parameter, such as the lending rates, the loan-to-value ratio or others, we 

might as well measure the change of their benefits at the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium. It can be 

used to evaluate the reasonableness of the pricing of logistics finance. 
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